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Preface

It can hardly be described as a ground-breaking claim to argue that the study of
psychology can provide useful insights for the practice of international commercial
arbitration. After all, mental processes are central to arbitration in various ways,
whether in terms of the reasoning of arbitrators, the presentation of evidence, the
structuring of arguments by counsel, or the evaluation by parties of both the arbitral
process and the final decision. Indeed, any successful arbitration practitioner neces-
sarily operates as a sort of “amateur psychologist,” constantly making evaluations of
how certain modes of presentation will affect the arbitrators, how best to get a witness
to reveal something they are attempting to hide, how to draft an award so that it will
be acceptable to the parties, and so on.

No book on arbitration and psychology, then, can claim to be bringing a
fundamentally new topic to the study of arbitration, as though by finally considering
the insights available from psychology, arbitration will be revolutionized and achieve
goals it has hitherto failed to achieve. Instead, any serious study of arbitration and
psychology needs to build from two directions, importing expertise from psychology
that can provide insights into issues of particular relevance to arbitration, while also
benefiting from the already-existing “amateur” psychological expertise of arbitration
practitioners.

The current book represents a particular take on how to approach this problem.
Rather than simply collecting a set of independently written chapters that each
attempts to combine arbitration with psychology, the book was instead constructed
through a fundamentally collaborative process. This book, that is, is based on a
rejection of the notion that expertise is fundamentally a matter of knowing certain
facts, such that if an expert in one field merely takes the time to read some research
from another field, that will suffice to allow her to discuss that research as though she
were now an expert in both fields. Instead, this book reflects the view that expertise is
domain-specific: merely reading a few papers on psychology, or on arbitration, does
not equip anyone, no matter how intelligent, with the ability to discuss that research
with the insight and depth of understanding that characterizes the work of a true
expert. Work based on interdisciplinary reading is certainly not worthless, and the
more those of us who specialize in arbitration are willing to engage with other fields,
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the richer our own understanding of arbitration will become. But such work can never
benefit from the broader contextual understanding that true expertise provides.

Of course, once one accepts that expertise is domain-specific, the difficulty
becomes identifying how high-quality interdisciplinary work can be undertaken. After
all, such work requires the combination of two or more disciplines, but the domain-
specific nature of expertise means that expertise in a new field of research will always
take years to develop. The present book is what has resulted from one particular
attempt to solve this problem, by bringing together experts in a process designed to
facilitate genuine collaboration.

The project underlying this book saw its initial outlet in a three-day conference in
May 2013 at Brunel University, co-funded by Brunel University and by Transnational
Dispute Management. This conference included twenty-two presentations, from inter-
national commercial arbitration practitioners, from academics who work on arbitra-
tion, and from experts in psychology, statistics, mediation, and cross-cultural commu-
nication. No previous knowledge of arbitration was required of non-arbitration
specialists, and arbitration specialists were not expected to contribute more psycho-
logical expertise than the “amateur” psychological insights they had already devel-
oped. This was because while formally structured around a series of presentations, the
conference was actually designed to operate as a workshop in which, over the course
of three days, a reasonably stable group of individuals would work together to explore
ways that their own perspectives and expertises could be combined. The widely shared
feeling that this approach had been successful, and real insights developed, lay behind
the decision to push this collaboration further, into the development of the present
book.

This book, however, is also not merely a collection of independently authored
papers, and has instead attempted to incorporate the collaborative approach that
proved so beneficial at the initial conference. It was, therefore, expressly developed as
a collaborative enterprise, providing a forum in which individuals with expertise from
either psychology or arbitration could benefit from the expertise of other participants in
the project. While each author or team of authors ultimately had responsibility for their
own contribution, each chapter was distributed to at least two other authors for
comment, the commentators being selected to ensure complementary expertise to that
of the original author(s). In this way, an author who specialized in arbitration would
receive comments from at least one specialist in psychology, and a specialist in
psychology would receive comments from at least one specialist in arbitration. The
goal of this process was to reflect the reality, described above, that expertise is by its
nature domain-specific, and that as a result attempts by any individual to attain dual
expertise will rarely be the most effective way to pursue interdisciplinary work.
Instead, effective collaboration is far more likely to produce genuinely insightful
results.

Of course, this book is in no way intended to be the last word on how psychology
and arbitration can be combined, and that should come across clearly from the way the
book is structured. There was no attempt to make the book a systematic treatment of
the application of psychology to international arbitration, in which important topics
were identified, authors assigned to write on a specific issue, and then a book compiled
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that could be used as a standard reference handbook on the topic. Handbooks of this
type are only appropriate once a topic has been the subject of serious study for a
sustained period, at which point it becomes possible to produce an overview of the
results that have been produced.

Rather, the approach adopted for this book reflects the early stage at which the
combination of arbitration and psychology remains. Authors were invited to contribute
on topics of particular interest to them personally, while the editor attempted to ensure
that the book as a whole evidences a suitably broad range of ways in which attending
to psychology can provide insight into international arbitration.

This book, then, is best understood as an exploration of ways that insights from
psychology can be used to develop an understanding of international arbitration that
extends beyond the “amateur psychologist” observations that practitioners already
make. Ideally, then, it will serve two purposes. On a practical level, the quality of the
authors involved in this book should provide assurance that it will contain a variety of
useful insights for arbitration practitioners, which can be used to refine and improve
arbitration as a dispute resolution process. Perhaps more importantly, however, this
book will hopefully also demonstrate the benefits to be gained from genuinely
collaborative interdisciplinary work, and will thereby provide a model to be further
refined by others in their own attempts to get beyond the domain-specific nature of true
expertise.
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CHAPTER 16

Balancing the Triangle: How Arbitration
Institutions Meet the Psychological Needs
and Preferences of Users*

Adriana Aravena-Jokelainen & Sean P. Wright

§16.01 INTRODUCTION

Arbitration has been used throughout history as an ADR method to litigation. Its
popularity has grown substantially in recent years. Surveys of corporate attitudes
suggest that among a wide range of industries arbitration is increasingly being relied on
as the preferred dispute resolution mechanism for resolving commercial disputes,1

which is evidenced by the mostly steady or increased caseload of many arbitration
institutions. The growth in popularity of both international commercial and ISDS
arbitration can be attributed to different factors. Systemic factors contributing to this
growth include the continuous development of a global legislative framework support-
ive of arbitration, arbitration friendly reforms at the judicial and legislative level in

* Disclaimer: The views set forth in this article represent the personal views of the authors. They do
not necessarily represent those of the FAI or any other arbitration institution. Accordingly, they
should not be interpreted as binding on the FAI or any other arbitration institution.

1. School of International Arbitration at Queen Mary University of London & PricewaterhouseCoo-
pers, 2013 International Arbitration Survey: Corporate Choices in International Arbitration 1, 4–8
(PwC 2013) (reporting that international arbitration is the preferred dispute resolution mecha-
nism for cross-border disputes with a popularity varying from industry to industry; however, the
study concludes that there is a general consensus that arbitration would be well suited to each of
the industry sectors.); see also School of International Arbitration at Queen Mary University of
London & White and Case LLP, 2015 International Arbitration Survey: Improvements and
Innovations in International Arbitration 1, 2–5 (White & Case 2015) (reporting, amongst other
things, that international arbitration remains the preferred method of resolving cross-border
disputes. The study concludes that the strong preference for international arbitration shows that
arbitration better meets the users’ demands than other available options, such as commercial
litigation.).
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different jurisdictions, and a recognition of the advantages of arbitration by end users.2

It has also been driven by the efforts of practitioners who enjoy the practice of
international arbitration over litigation and have developed their careers as counsel in
international arbitration and/or as arbitrators. Some of them teach arbitration at law
schools or LLM programs across the world, thereby inspiring the next generation of law
practitioners.3 Last, but not least, arbitration institutions have played a key role in this
development, working hard to keep abreast of the needs and demands of arbitration
users. This chapter will explore how arbitration institutions manage the perceptions
among users of arbitration, i.e., arbitration practitioners and parties or potential parties
in institutional arbitration.

Establishing an alternative to litigation that is perceived as legitimate and efficient
by users is not a trivial endeavor. After briefly reviewing the rise of arbitration
institutions, this chapter explores the subtle ways that institutional arbitration has been
designed to meet the psychological needs of users.

[A] The Rise of Arbitration Institutions

The first arbitration institutions were founded as early as the second half of the
nineteenth century.4 Their number increased rapidly and substantially during the
twentieth century, which likely reflected the perception of the value of professional
assistance to parties in the appointment of arbitrators and administration of arbitration
cases. A survey conducted by the School of International Arbitration at the Queen Mary
University of London reported that among corporate counsel, institutional arbitration
is significantly preferred over ad hoc arbitration (i.e., arbitration that is organized by
the parties themselves, without administration of an arbitral institution).5

Arbitration institutions are present in most countries of the world. Most of them
have websites, often in more than one language, which give them global web presence
and reach. Their statistics show a steady or growing caseload, indicating the sustained
appeal of arbitration as a method of dispute resolution into the twenty-first century.
Arbitration institutions continue to evolve as evidenced by modifications in their rules
of arbitration, which are revised periodically in order to reflect changes in arbitral
practice and stay synchronized with arbitration users’ needs.

2. See, e.g., Gary Born & Wendy Miles, Global Trends in International Arbitration, http://www.
wilmerhale.com/uploadedFiles/WilmerHale_Shared_Content/Files/Editorial/Publication/
GlobalTrends_InternationalArbitration.pdf (accessed November 29, 2015). See also IBA Arb 40
Subcommittee, The Current State and Future of International Arbitration: Regional Perspectives
(International Bar Association 2015).

3. See, e.g., Mark Kantor, How to Break into Arbitration: Useful Resources for Students and Young
Practitioners, 2010 Revision, http://www.cisg.law.pace.edu/cisg/moot/Useful_Resources.html
(accessed August 13, 2016). See also, Sebastian Perry, Mastering the Trade, 7 Global Arb. Rev. 13
(2012)(reporting the results of a survey about the impact of LLM degrees specifically in
arbitration).

4. The LCIA is recognized as the oldest arbitration institution, dating back to 1892.
5. School of International Arbitration at Queen Mary University of London & PricewaterhouseCoo-

pers, 2008 International Arbitration Study: Corporate Attitudes and Practices §8,15 (PwC
2008)(reporting that “86% of awards that were rendered over the last 10 years were under the
rules of an arbitration institution, while 14% were under ad hoc arbitration”).
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The Arbitration Institute of the Finland Chamber of Commerce (hereinafter
“FAI”), the subject of our case study, was founded in 1911 in Helsinki. Its rules were
revised most recently in 2013 in order to meet the current needs of international
business as well as implement the current highest standards of arbitration practice. As
one of the oldest arbitration institutes in the world, the FAI has a long tradition in
resolution of business disputes in Finland, and its caseload includes both domestic and
international arbitration cases; as such, it is representative of a number of arbitration
institutions that are considered experienced and reputable among dispute resolution
service providers.6

From a global perspective, the popularity of arbitration and the preference to use
institutional arbitration over ad hoc arbitration suggests that institutional arbitration
may have a functional purpose of meeting the psychological needs of its users. The
variations in the procedures of different arbitration institutions may reflect different
(and perhaps even superior) strategies to meet these psychological needs.

[B] Perceived Advantages of Arbitration and Benefits of Institutional
Arbitration

The generally perceived advantages of arbitration have been identified as speed and
efficiency in both academic7 and professional8 literature. In addition, the expertise of
the chosen arbitrators is another perceived advantage9 of arbitration over litigation.

Arbitration is generally faster than litigation: whereas court decisions are often
subject to lengthy appeals, arbitral awards are final and have limited scope for their
challenge. Moreover, compared to litigation, parties in arbitration have a large degree
of autonomy and flexibility, with the freedom to choose the following: (i) between ad
hoc and institutional arbitration (and the arbitration institution, if any), (ii) choose the
rules of the arbitral proceedings, (iii) select the legal place of arbitration (seat),
(iv) select the language of the arbitration, (v) select the substantive law, (vi) choose the
number of arbitrators, and (vii) choose the arbitrators. Parties may select arbitrators
with optimal expertise, experience, and other qualifications to resolve a specific
dispute. This autonomy of the parties fosters the ability to design the format of the
arbitration to promote speed, efficiency, and cost control if these characteristics are
important to the parties.

6. For detailed information on the FAI and the 2013 FAI Rules, see Mika Savola, Guide to the Finnish
Arbitration Rules (Helsingin Kamari Oy 2015).

7. See, e.g., Rebecca Hollander-Blumoff & Tom R. Tyler, Procedural Justice and the Rule of Law:
Fostering Legitimacy in Alternative Dispute Resolution, 2011 J. Disp. Resol. 1, 8 (2011).

8. See, e.g., Kate Davies, Meeting the Challenge: Efficiency and Flexibility in International Commer-
cial Arbitration in Global Legal Group, The International Comparative Legal Guide to: Interna-
tional Arbitration 2011, 1, 1–7 (Global Legal Group 2011).

9. Richard W. Naimark & Stephanie E. Keer, What Do Parties Really Want From International
Commercial Arbitration?, 57 Disp. Resol. J. 78, 80 (2003).
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In international disputes, neutrality in the seat of arbitration is also a reported
advantage.10 Particularly in cross-border transactions, parties are usually reluctant to
agree to litigate any resulting disputes in the courts of the other party’s home
jurisdiction. International arbitration seated in a third country with no connection to
either party is intended to ensure the perception of fair and equal treatment of the
parties and to secure their due process rights.

Although subject to some limitations, confidentiality of the proceedings is
perceived as an important (but not always essential) advantage of arbitration.11 Parties
want to get a resolution of their business disputes in a manner that does not attract
media attention and negative publicity for them. To this end, arbitration may be
preferable to litigation for parties who hope to preserve the commercial relationship in
the future; they want to prevail in the specific dispute but not sever what may be
important business interactions.12

Finally, the finality and enforceability of an arbitral award are other advantages
to litigation. An arbitral award constitutes a legally enforceable decision. It is binding
on the parties to the arbitration, and cannot be appealed on its merits. Pursuant to the
New York Convention of 1958, arbitral awards are recognized and enforced in most
countries in the world. Indeed, in the 2015 survey by the Queen Mary School of
International Arbitration, respondents reported that “enforceability of awards” was
arbitration’s most valuable characteristic, followed by “avoiding specific legal sys-
tems,” “flexibility,” “selection of arbitrators,” “confidentiality and privacy,” “neutral-
ity,” “finality,” “speed,” and “cost.”13

For its part, institutional arbitration offers specific advantages compared to ad
hoc arbitration. These advantages include: (1) the availability of pre-established
arbitration clauses, arbitration rules and procedures;14 (2) the assistance concerning
the administration of the case; (3) the assistance with regard to the constitution of the
arbitral tribunal (e.g., the appointment of arbitrators and decisions regarding chal-
lenges of an arbitrator); (4) the determination of the arbitrators’ fees and setting of time
limits by some arbitration institutions; (5) a direct or indirect quality control of the
arbitration; and (6) the national and international recognition of an arbitration
institution, which will facilitate enforcement of the award.

The finding in the 2008 survey by the Queen Mary School of International
Arbitration that “corporations indicated that the main reason for using institutional

10. School of International Arbitration at Queen Mary University of London & White and Case LLP,
2010 International Arbitration Survey: Choices in International Arbitration 1, 2 (White & Case
2010).

11. Ibid. at 3.
12. Naimark & Keer, supra n. 9, at 80.
13. 2015 International Arbitration Survey, supra n. 1, at 6.
14. This advantage applies in the event of ad hoc arbitrations purely under national arbitration laws,

which normally have limited provisions on the procedure to be followed. However, some ad hoc
arbitrations have pre-established arbitration rules and assistance with the constitution of the
arbitral tribunal. In this respect, there is an important distinction to be made between ad hoc
arbitrations under national laws and ad hoc arbitrations under the UNCITRAL Rules. See the
distinction, e.g., in Latham & Watkins, Guide to International Arbitration, 12–14 (Latham &
Watkins 2014).
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arbitration was the reputation of the institutions and the convenience of having the
case administrated by a third party” demonstrates that corporate counsel are aware at
least in a general sense of the advantages of institutional arbitration, which could
explain the six-fold preference over ad hoc arbitration.15 These results were replicated
in the most recent survey on international arbitration: arbitration users’ preferences for
certain institutions are predominantly based on an assessment of the quality of their
administration and their level of internationalism. Respondents will select an institu-
tion because of its reputation and their previous experiences of that institution.16

[C] Criticisms of Arbitration Generally and Institutional Arbitration in
Particular

Notwithstanding the perceived advantages of arbitration, vocal criticism of arbitration
has also been reported in recent years. The finality of the arbitral award, although it
promotes predictability in the timing and cost of arbitration, has been criticized for the
narrow conditions in which it can be appealed.17 Also, although arbitration promises
increasing speed, informality, and cost savings, concerns have been reported that
arbitration proceedings have increasingly been conducted in the manner of litigation,
which has negated the advantages that are specific to arbitration.18 For example, a 2010
survey by the CCIAG (Corporate Counsel International Arbitration Group), “an alliance
of more than 90 in-house attorneys from multinational companies interested in
improving the way international arbitration is conducted” found overwhelming agree-
ment that international arbitration takes too long and costs too much.19 This concern
was voiced again in the Queen Mary University 2015 survey.20

Further, although confidentiality remains a key feature for some parties choosing
to arbitrate, arbitration has been criticized for lack of transparency.21 Arbitration users

15. 2008 International Arbitration Survey, supra n. 5, at 15.
16. 2015 International Arbitration Survey, supra n. 1, at 13.
17. William H. Knull, III & Noah D. Rubins, Betting the Farm on International Arbitration: Is It Time

to Offer an Appeal Option?, 11 Am. Rev. Intl. Arb. 531 (2000). Alejandro I. Garcia, Is the Principle
of Finality “Losing its Appeal”? Kluwer Arbitration Blog, http://kluwerarbitrationblog.com/blog
/2011/05/18/is-the-principle-of-finality-losing-its-appeal/ (accessed August 13, 2016) (discuss-
ing the US Supreme Court’s criticism of finality).

18. Thomas Stipanowich, Arbitration: The “New Litigation,” 2010 U. Ill. L. Rev. 1, 1–2 (2010)
(“Once promoted as a means of avoiding the contention, cost, and expense of court trial, binding
arbitration is now described in similar terms—‘judicialized,’ formal, costly, time-consuming,
and subject to hardball advocacy. Though “court-like” arbitration has alienated many business
users, others strive to make arbitration even more like court trial, as through agreements for
expanded judicial review of arbitration awards. …The most important difference between
arbitration and litigation—and the fundamental value of arbitration—is the ability of users to
tailor processes to serve particular needs.”).

19. Mary Swanton, SuperConference: In-house Counsel Say International Arbitration Takes Too
Long, http://www.insidecounsel.com/2010/05/27/superconference-inhouse-counsel-say-inter
national-arbitration-takes-too-long (accessed November 29, 2015).

20. 2015 International Arbitration Survey, supra n. 1, at 7.
21. See, e.g., Catherine A. Rogers, Transparency in International Commercial Arbitration, 54 U. Kan.

L. Rev. 1301 (2006).
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expect some degree of transparency on how their cases are likely to be managed and
decided, as well as predictability and transparency of the costs of the arbitration.

In the 2015 survey of the Queen Mary School of International Arbitration,
respondents expressed their discontent with the lack of insight due to a lack of
transparency regarding institutional efficiency and arbitrator performance.22 Respon-
dents suggested that arbitration institutions could publish data on the average length of
their cases and on the time taken by individual arbitrators to issue awards. Respon-
dents were in favor of the publication of awards in a redacted form (and/or as
summaries), “not only because of its academic value and usefulness when arguing a
case, but also in order to gain more insight into arbitrator performance and to
encourage arbitrators to write high-quality awards.”23 An additional concern was the
lack of transparency about the appointment of, and challenges to, arbitrators. As a
result, respondents are in favor of the publication of the selection criteria used by
institutions to choose arbitrators as well as publication of the reasoning behind
arbitrator challenges.24

Academic criticism includes addressing the fundamental question of whether
non-judicial resolution of disputes is consistent with the rule of law25 to recent
concerns that it is impossible to balance the tenets of fairness and efficiency in
international arbitration.26 Building on the work of William Park,27 Joerg Risse
introduced a “magic triangle” formulation of the objectives of arbitration: the corners
of the triangle represent the simultaneous desires for time efficiency, cost savings, and
quality of the award.28 Risse argues that in a given arbitration only two of the three
objectives can be prioritized; the other objective cannot be achieved to the same
degree.29

Noting that time efficiency and cost savings can be combined under the concept
of “arbitral efficiency,” Fabricio Fortese and Lotta Hemmi, in their discussion of the

22. 2015 International Arbitration Survey, supra n. 1, at 2 and 22.
23. Ibid.
24. Ibid.
25. Notable commentaries include Owen M. Fiss, Against Settlement, 93 Yale L.J. 1073, 1073–1075

(1984); Harry T. Edwards, Alternative Dispute Resolution: Panacea or Anathema?, 99 Harv. L.
Rev. 668, 675–682 (1986); David Luban, Settlements and the Erosion of the Public Realm, 83 Geo.
L.J. 2619, 2622–2623 (1995). However, in defense of ADR procedures comporting with the rule
of law, see Jean R. Sternlight, Is Alternative Dispute Resolution Consistent with the Rule of Law?
Lessons from Abroad, 56 DePaul L. Rev. 569 (2007) as well as Hollander-Blumoff & Tyler, supra
n. 7, and Matti S. Kurkela, Santtu Turunen, & Conflict Management Institute (COMI), Due
Process in International Commercial Arbitration (2d ed., Oxford, 2010).

26. Fabricio Fortese & Lotta Hemmi, Procedural Fairness and Efficiency in International Arbitration,
3 Groningen J. Intl. L. 110, 110–124 (2015).

27. William W. Park, Arbitrators and Accuracy, 1 J. Int’l Disp. Settle. 25, 33 (2010) (“Particularly for
international transactions, arbitration often justifies itself by reference to a more level playing
fields, not speed and economy. In a stubbornly heterogeneous world lacking a supranational
judiciary with mandatory jurisdiction, arbitration enhances a relative measure of adjudicatory
neutrality, which in turn promotes respect for shared ex ante expectations at the time of a
contract or investment. A desire for confidentiality and expertise also play a role, as do
apprehensions about xenophobia and civil juries.”)

28. Joerg Risse, Ten Drastic Proposals for Saving Time and Costs in Arbitral Proceedings, 29 Arb. Intl.
453, 455 (2013).

29. Ibid. at 454.
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tension between fairness and efficiency in arbitration, have reformulated Risse’s
triangle with “party autonomy,” “due process,” and “efficiency” at the corners.30

Fortese and Hemmi’s triangular formulation sheds light on the perceived disadvan-
tages of institutional arbitration. These disadvantages include: (1) decreased flexibility
associated with the belief that the proceedings are constrained by institutional rules;
(2) increased cost based on the assumption that institutional arbitration is more
expensive than ad hoc arbitration due to administrative fees for services charged by the
arbitration institutes; (3) decreased confidentiality; and (4) a general assumption that
the proceedings prioritize “bureaucracy” (i.e., adhering to established procedures)
over efficiency.31

These real-world concerns of parties fit neatly into Fortese and Hemmi’s concep-
tual triangle. Concern about the strictures of institutional rules is a concern about party
autonomy. Concerns about cost and bureaucracy implicate the second corner of the
triangle, efficiency. Confidentiality concerns implicate both party autonomy and due
process corners.

Although it is clear that parties will need to be mindful of their priorities in order
to make decisions about how to structure arbitration proceedings, we are not as
pessimistic as the authors discussed above. We posit that the structure and function of
arbitration institutions plays a critical role in satisfying (albeit imperfectly) the needs of
parties to balance the party-driven flexibility and autonomy that are the hallmarks of
arbitration with due process. The underlying psychological aim of due process—to
promote a sense of fairness and justice—is achievable through the mechanisms of
procedural justice, which we describe below.

§16.02 PROCEDURAL JUSTICE IN ARBITRATION

When Naimark and Keer surveyed attorneys and clients about their preferences among
several facets of international arbitration—including obtaining a fair and just result,
cost, winning a monetary award, finality of decision, arbitrator expertise, privacy, and
future relations—they found that when forced to choose, participants ranked a fair and
just result twice as important as any of the other factors.32 Naimark and Keer
characterized their findings as somewhat surprising.33 Although they acknowledge
that participants may have provided socially desirable answers (ranking fairness above
winning an award, for example), their findings are in line with psychological research
demonstrating that humans will (under the right circumstances) pursue fairness even
at a cost to themselves.34

30. Fortese & Hemmi, supra n. 26 at 122.
31. See, for example, Michael McIlwrath & John Savage, International Arbitration and Mediation, A

Practical Guide Chapter 2, 93–115 (Kluwer Law International 2010).
32. Naimark & Keer, supra n. 9, at 80.
33. Ibid.
34. Daniel Kahneman, Jack L. Knetsch, & Richard H. Thaler, Fairness and Assumptions of

Economics, 59 J. Bus. S285 (1986) (reporting subjects enforced fairness at the expense of their
own profits).
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Fairness in legal disputes has been operationalized as both distributive justice
(which refers to obtaining the “correct” outcome) and procedural justice (which refers
to the disputants’ perceptions of being treated fairly in the process of getting the
outcome).35 As Alex Shaw and Kristina Olson have demonstrated, people (even
children as young as 5 years old) will tolerate inequity (a result that is unfavorable to
them) “if the inequity is determined using an impartial procedure.”36 Thus, the
question of legitimacy of a third-party decision maker is critically dependent on
creating the conditions for procedural justice (and the ways arbitration institutions
work to create these conditions will be elaborated in section §16.03 of this chapter).

Since the initial concept of procedural justice was introduced by Thibaut and
Walker in 1975,37 many legal scholars have empirically tested it, most prominently the
social psychologist Tom Tyler.38 Tyler has demonstrated a critical role for procedural
justice in explaining why people ascribe legitimacy to the law and comply with it.39

Summarizing the research, Hollander-Blumoff and Tyler describe four critical elements
related to assessments of fairness in procedural justice:

First, individuals care whether or not they have had an opportunity to present their
own story, a factor that the literature commonly refers to as voice. In the case of a
third-party neutral procedure, parties or their attorneys typically present evidence
to a decision maker. Second, people assess whether or not the decision maker was
neutral. This involves issues such as impartiality (lack of bias); the ability to gather
and assess the information needed to make appropriate decisions; openness about
the procedure (transparency); and consistency in the application of rules over
people and across time. Third, and related, is the question of whether or not the
third-party authority was trustworthy. Trust is the least overt aspect of fairness
because it involves inferences on the part of the parties that the authority was
sincerely trying to do what was right and was motivated to do what was good for
the people involved. Because trust is an inference, it is shaped by how the
authorities act. When the authorities provide evidence that they have listened to
and considered the views of the parties, and tried to take them into account in
thinking about how to respond to the issues, they are viewed as more trustworthy.
Finally, individuals consider whether or not they were treated with courtesy and
respect. This involves both common respect and courtesy and respect for people’s
rights. Those rights are both human rights (treatment with dignity) and legal rights
(standing to bring a case to the authorities and have it treated seriously).40

35. Tom Tyler, Social Justice: Outcome and Procedure, 35 Int. J. Psychol. 117, 119 (2000). Shari
Seidman Diamond, Psychological Aspects of Dispute Resolution: Issues for International Arbitra-
tion in Albert Jan van der Berg, International Commercial Arbitration: Important Contemporary
Questions 327, 329 (Kluwer Law International 2003).

36. Alex Shaw & Kristina Olson, Fairness as Partiality Aversion: The Development of Procedural
Justice, 119 J. Experimental Child Psychol. 40 (2014).

37. John Thibaut & Laurens Walker, Procedural Justice (Lawrence Erlbaum Associates 1975).
38. Edgar A. Lind & Tom R. Tyler, The Social Psychology of Procedural Justice (Plenum 1988).
39. Tom R. Tyler, Why People Obey the Law (2nd ed., Princeton University Press 2006).
40. Hollander-Blumoff & Tyler, supra n. 7, at 3.
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Procedural justice is particularly relevant to ADR mechanisms including arbitra-
tion, mediation, and negotiation.41 Longitudinal studies suggest that disputants’
preferences for procedural justice predict their satisfaction with ADR mechanisms.42

The finding that procedural justice is a separate construct from distributive justice is
heartening in light of findings by Chris Guthrie (among others) that judges (and
presumably arbitrators) fall short of achieving distributive justice (i.e., they misjudge
the result) due to cognitive biases.43

Shari Seidman Diamond has elaborated on the role of procedural justice in
international arbitration.44 Diamond reported that the level of satisfaction people feel
with the decision of a third party is strongly influenced by their perception of the
fairness of the procedures used by the third party to reach that decision, even when
those outcomes are negative.45 Highlighting the influence of arbitration institutions,
she notes “the authority and perceived legitimacy of the institutions that produce the
decisions are enhanced when the procedures used to produce the decisions are viewed
as fair—again, even when those decisions involved unfavorable outcomes.”46 If
arbitration institutions can meet the parties’ expectations for fairness, they will extend
legitimacy to the extra-judicial context of arbitration. Diamond concludes that “[t]he
value of enhanced authority and legitimacy for international arbitration is clear:
contracting parties will be more willing to include an arbitration clause in their
agreements if they recognize the fairness and legitimacy of the institution that will
resolve any disputes that arise.”47

Synthesizing the research on procedural justice, Diamond identified three factors
leading to a perception of fairness: perceived neutrality, perceived trust, and treatment
with respect and dignity.48 These three factors are influenced by the choice of the

41. Ibid. More broadly, it has been debated whether arbitration should be considered an ADR
mechanism. See, e.g., Jean R. Sternlight, Is Binding Arbitration a Form of ADR?: An Argument
That the Term “ADR” Has Begun to Outlive Its Usefulness, 2000 J. Disp. Resol. 97 (2000).

42. Donna Shestowsky & Jeanne Brett, Disputants Perceptions of Dispute Resolution Procedures: An
Ex Ante and Ex Post Longitudinal Empirical Study, 41 U. Conn L. Rev. 63 (2008); Donna
Shestowsky, The Psychology of Procedural Preference: How Litigants Evaluate Legal Procedures
Ex Ante, 99 Iowa L. Rev 637 (2014).

43. Chris Guthrie, Jeffrey Rachlinski & Andrew Wistrich, Blinking on the Bench: How Judges Decide
Cases, 93 Cornell L. Rev. 101 (2007); Chris Guthrie, Jeffrey Rachlinski & Andrew Wistrich, Inside
the Judicial Mind, 86 Cornell L. Rev. 777 (2001); Edna Sussman, What Lurks in the Unconscious:
Influences on Arbitrator Decision Making, 32 Alternatives to High Cost Litig. 149 (2014). For an
analysis of how cognitive biases may affect parties in a dispute see Jessica Kiser, To Bully or Not
to Bully: Understanding the Role of Uncertainty in Trademark Enforcement Decisions, 37 Colum.
J. L. Arts 211 (2014).

44. Diamond, supra n. 35. See also Nancy A. Welsh, Disputants’ Decision-Control in Court-connected
Mediation: A Hollow Promise Without Procedural Justice, 1 J. Disp. Resol. 179, 180 (2002)
(arguing that concerns about procedural justice and fairness are more compelling than distin-
guishing mediation from arbitration on the basis of the control that disputants wield: “courts
need to focus quite intently on upon the institutionalization of third party processes that are
procedurally just, regardless of whether those processes are classified as consensual or non-
consensual.” [emphasis in original]).

45. Diamond, supra n. 35.
46. Ibid. at 329–330.
47. Ibid. at 330.
48. Ibid. at 330.
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decision maker (party autonomy) and the conduct of the procedure (due process and
efficiency). Establishing procedural justice by maintaining the perception of fairness is
the task of arbitration institutions: at the deepest level, the purpose of the rules and
procedures is to foster the psychological sense of fairness, which will lead to satisfac-
tion by the parties and confer broader perceptions of legitimacy in the arbitration
process, particularly when awards are enforceable.49

Supplementing Diamond’s analysis, Anne Marie Whitesell argued that along with
the parties and the arbitrators, there is a clear role for arbitration institutions to play in
addressing the psychological aspects of international arbitration.50 Whitesell intro-
duces a criticism that is worthy of comment, noting that parties do not always employ
psychology to ensure fairness in the procedure. She describes how “psychology is used
by the parties as a strategic weapon,” citing, for example, groundless challenges to
confirmation of arbitrators, intentionally drafting unenforceable clauses, and inten-
tional complication of procedures.51 These tactics are at odds with the findings by
Kahneman et al. described above where people altruistically choose fairness in
competition. However, the behavior is sensibly explained when one considers that the
attorneys and corporate employees who engage in these tactics have an incentive to act
unfairly as long as they can be still be perceived as fair. Indeed, psychological research
has identified circumstances in which people will act unfairly as long as they seem
fair.52 Shaw and colleagues reported that children as young as 6 would act unfairly in
situations where their unfairness could not be detected.53 This separate focus on
“signaling to others” that one is fair may explain the tactics that Whitesell discussed.
Focusing on evidence in support of one’s fairness and disregarding evidence of
unfairness is an example of the “self-serving” bias that is commonly observed among
disputants in litigation and ADR.54 Fairness has subtle psychological nuances; conse-
quently, arbitration institutions should be mindful of the biases of users and arbitrators
when establishing procedures to ensure procedural justice, which we will now review.

49. See infra, §16.04[C]
50. Anne Marie Whitesell, The Psychological Aspects of Dispute Resolution in Albert Jan van der

Berg, International Commercial Arbitration: Important Contemporary Questions 343, 343–347
(Kluwer Law International 2003). Whitesell’s brief article covers some of the same ground as we
do, and her details about the rules of the ICC serve as a useful comparison to the rules of the FAI
discussed here.

51. Ibid. at 346.
52. Alex Shaw, et al., Children Develop a Veil of Fairness, 143 J. Exp Psychlo. Gen. 363 (2013); Jason

Dana, Roberto Weber & Jason Xi Kuang, Exploiting Moral Wiggle Room: Experiments Demon-
strating an Illusory Preference for Fairness, 33 Econ. Theory 67, 67 (2007) (“we show that in a
binary version of the dictator game, a majority of subjects choose the fair and efficient outcome.
We then show that subjects playing the same game instead choose to maximize their own
payoffs, at the expense of fairness and efficiency, when the recipients’ payoffs are uncertain,
even if this uncertainty can be costlessly resolved. We also find that when either of two subjects
can sacrifice to implement a fair and efficient outcome, but neither can ensure fairness or
inefficiency, selfishness prevails.”)

53. Shaw et al, supra n. 52.
54. Linda Babcock & George Loewenstein, Explaining Bargaining Impasse: The Role of Self-Serving

Biases, 11 J. Econ. Persps. 109 (1997). See also Lowenstein et al., Self-Serving Assessments of
Fairness and Pretrial Bargaining, 22 J. Leg. Stud. 135 (1993).
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§16.03 ARBITRATION INSTITUTIONS BALANCE THE TRIANGLE

Balancing party autonomy, due process, and efficiency may be possible in ad hoc
arbitration between sophisticated parties, but in general the administrative functions of
arbitration institutes, which have evolved in response to the needs of arbitration users,
are likely to create consistent opportunities to meet the parties’ needs. As Anne Marie
Whitesell has argued, arbitration institutions play a key role in increasing the parties’
perception of the fairness of the procedure.55 Oversight of the procedure by the
arbitration institution is consistent with the principles of procedural justice discussed
above; the result is enhanced perceptions by the parties of the fairness of the
procedure.

Party autonomy is also supported by the active participation of the parties in the
choice of the arbitrators, which allows them to feel that they have some control over
the proceedings (in procedural justice literature this is typically described as giving
“voice”56); the result is increased psychological acceptance of the arbitral procedure.
Although this is a characteristic of ad hoc arbitration as well, the difference is that in
institutional arbitration, in case the appointment procedure fails due to failure of a
party to participate, the arbitration institute will step in and appoint the arbitrator on
behalf of the defaulting party, thus preserving procedural justice and efficiency at the
same time.

Thus, there are two independent factors that contribute to acceptance by the
parties of the outcome. First, parties’ sense of acceptance will be affected by the
arbitrator’s final award, which reflects distributive justice concerns about which party
should prevail (and the appropriate size of the award). Second, acceptance will also be
influenced by procedural justice concerns including the perceived quality of arbitrator
decision-making and the experience of efficient and impartial service provided by an
arbitration institution. An examination of the FAI Rules and procedures demonstrates
the approach that many arbitration institutions employ to balance the desire for
efficiency, due process, and party autonomy.

[A] Efficiency

The most recent FAI Rules (and other arbitration institutions’ newest rules) endeavor
to make arbitration procedurally more efficient. In response to ever more complex
arbitrations and complex commercial relationships between business parties, the
updated rules address emergency arbitration procedures and provisions applicable to
multi-party and multi-contract arbitrations.

To promote efficiency, a number of provisions impose an obligation on the
parties and the arbitrators to conduct the proceedings in an expeditious and cost-
effective manner.57 These efforts address concerns by users of arbitration that cost is

55. Whitesell, supra n. 50.
56. Hollander-Blumoff & Tyler, supra n. 7.
57. For example, the FAI Rules provide that: (i) the arbitral tribunal shall arrange a preparatory

conference with the parties at an early stage of the arbitration for the purpose of organizing and
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the worst feature of arbitration.58 Users have indicated a preference for more transpar-
ency and efficiency in institutional arbitration.59 The proposed procedural change with
the strongest level of support in the Queen Mary survey was a requirement for tribunals
to commit to a time schedule for deliberations and delivery of the final award with clear
communication to the parties of this schedule.60

To address concerns about time and cost, some arbitration institutions have
amended their rules or introduced guidelines for managing time and cost pressures,
both for arbitrators and for attending parties.61 Furthermore, offering parties’ expedited
arbitration represents one way arbitration institutions can meet the need for efficiency,
and by clearly labeling the process “expedited” and publishing the adjusted rules,
institutions preserve party autonomy in choosing whether to consent to an expedited
arbitration. This flexibility in procedures was endorsed by users in the 2015 survey,
which reported 92% supporting simplified procedures for smaller claims (33% of the
users felt this should be a mandatory provision; 59% supported it in cases where the
parties have agreed to simplified procedures).62

In practice, arbitral tribunals appointed in arbitration under the FAI Rules and
FAI Expedited Rules follow these provisions during the proceedings, which has
resulted in a median duration of arbitrations under the FAI Rules of only eight months

scheduling the subsequent proceedings and agreeing on a fair and cost-efficient process for the
taking of evidence, unless the tribunal in exceptional circumstances determines that a prepara-
tory conference is unnecessary (Art. 29 of the FAI Rules); (ii) at the outset of the arbitration, the
arbitral tribunal shall establish a provisional procedural timetable, which shall be communi-
cated to the parties and the FAI without delay (Art. 30 of the FAI Rules); (iii) the arbitral tribunal
is authorized to set a cut-off date prior to the commencement of a hearing and order that after
the cut-off date, the parties will not be allowed to present any new claims, arguments or
documentary evidence on the merits of the dispute, or to invoke any new witnesses not
previously nominated, unless the tribunal in exceptional circumstances decides otherwise (Art.
33.3 of the FAI Rules); (iv) the arbitral tribunal shall declare the proceedings closed, and inform
the parties and the FAI of the date by which it expects to issue the final award, as soon as
possible after the last hearing date or the date on which the tribunal received the parties’ last
authorized written submissions. After the closing of the proceedings, no further claims,
arguments or evidence may be presented with respect to the matters to be decided in the award,
unless in exceptional circumstances requested or authorized by the arbitral tribunal (Art. 39 of
the FAI Rules); (v) the time limit for the rendering of the final award is nine months from the date
on which the arbitral tribunal received the case file. The FAI may extend this time period upon
a reasoned request of the arbitral tribunal or, if deemed necessary, on its own motion (Art. 42 of
the FAI Rules); (vi) all participants in the arbitral proceedings shall act in good faith and make
every effort to contribute to the efficient conduct of the proceedings in order to avoid
unnecessary costs and delays. If the arbitral tribunal determines that a party has failed to comply
with its duties under this provision, the tribunal may, in addition to any other measures
available to it under the Rules or otherwise, take such failure into account in its allocation of
costs (Art. 25.3 of the FAI Rules).

58. 2015 International Arbitration Survey, supra n. 1, at 2.
59. 2015 International Arbitration Survey, supra n. 1, at 22.
60. 2015 International Arbitration Survey, supra n. 1, at 25.
61. For example, the ICC’s report addressing controlling time and costs in arbitration provided a

range of techniques that could be used to increase the time and cost efficiency of arbitration.
Report from the ICC Commission on Arbitration, Techniques for Controlling Time and Costs in
Arbitration, Preface, ICC Publication 843 (ICC 2007).The Report was updated to reflect the
various modifications made in the 2012 ICC Rules of Arbitration.

62. 2015 International Arbitration Survey, supra n. 1, at 26.
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in proceedings that ended in 2015. This is well in line with the provisions of the FAI
Rules which call for efficiency of arbitration proceedings and require that, as a rule, the
arbitral tribunal shall render the final award in no more than nine months from receipt
of the file. Furthermore, the median duration of cases conducted under the FAI
Expedited Rules was only three months, which is equally well in line with the
requirements set forth in the FAI Expedited Rules. The development of the option for
expedited arbitration with modified rules among many arbitration institutions reflects
the attempt to meet the objectives of efficiency while preserving due process and party
autonomy.

The 2015 Queen Mary survey demonstrated that users are aware of the chal-
lenges in balancing these factors. For example, users reported a trend of “due process
paranoia,” referring to the sense that tribunals are reluctant “to act decisively in certain
situations for fear of the award being challenged on the basis of a party not having had
the chance to present its case fully.”63 Users indicated that arbitration institutions,
arbitrators, and counsel all potentially shared responsibility for improving efficiency.64

[B] Due Process

Given that the standard for review of arbitration awards is very narrow and arbitration
awards cannot be appealed on the merits, efforts to ensure a credible decision
(distributive justice) is made are of critical importance. Even though arbitration is
distinct from litigation, parties will want well-reasoned decisions that are enforceable.
Indeed, enforceability of an award is of paramount importance to the parties, particu-
larly when emergency arbitrators are utilized.65 Arbitration institutions use a variety of
quality control methods to preserve due process.

Some arbitration institutions routinely scrutinize awards prior to accepting them
(with the ICC being widely known for this practice).66 Gustav Flecke-Giammarco
explains the logic of scrutiny: “the principal purpose of scrutiny is rather to bolster an
award’s legal effectiveness. It serves to maximize the award’s chances of surviving an
attempt to set it aside at the place of arbitration or to resist enforcement elsewhere. As
a quality control mechanism, the scrutiny process further ensures that the award meets
the parties’ expectations.”67

Arbitral awards issued in proceedings governed by the FAI Rules are not formally
“scrutinized” by the FAI Board. However, they are carefully reviewed once rendered
and submitted to the FAI. Also, the FAI Secretariat seeks feedback from the parties in

63. 2015 International Arbitration Survey, supra n. 1, at 2.
64. A majority of respondents in the 2015 survey suggested, for example, that counsel could

promote efficiency by narrowing issues, limiting document production, promoting settlement
(including mediation) and generally not overlawyering. 2015 International Arbitration Survey,
supra n. 1, at 30.

65. 2015 International Arbitration Survey, supra n. 1, at 28.
66. See, e.g., Gustav Flecke-Giammarco, The ICC Scrutiny Process and Enhanced Enforceability of

Arbitral Awards, 24 J. Arb. Stud. 47, 68 (2014) (describing in substantial detail the use and
potential benefits of scrutiny for a significant percentage of arbitration awards).

67. Ibid.
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all cases that proceed until a final award on the merits. These practices serve to assist
the FAI in monitoring the quality of the work of different arbitrators, thereby contrib-
uting to the appointment of highly competent individuals in future cases. The iterative
process of evaluating the competencies of arbitrators over time in separate arbitrations
can develop the sense of trust by parties in the expertise of the arbitration institution
(provided the institution’s rating of competency comports with the parties’ experi-
ence).

Scrutiny (whether formal or informal), therefore, is one strategy used by arbitra-
tion institutions to enhance enforceability (due process) and meet parties’ expectations
where possible (procedural justice). In the 2010 Queen Mary survey, scrutiny of
awards by the institution was one of the lower priorities (11th), but was endorsed by
33% of respondents.68 Since there are arbitration institutions that deliberately avoid
scrutiny, for example, because it can raise concerns for some parties about breaches of
confidentiality, the value of scrutiny can be subsumed under users’ broad preference
for fairness above all else as evidenced by Naimark and Keer’s findings.69

[C] Party Autonomy

Party autonomy concerns are central to the procedures that govern the constitution of
the arbitral tribunal, and so, under the rules of many arbitration institutions, the parties
are the primary actors in the nomination of arbitrators. Under the FAI Rules, parties are
encouraged to agree on the number of arbitrators and the person to be confirmed by the
FAI as sole arbitrator or presiding arbitrator of a three-member arbitral tribunal.70 The
default use of sole arbitrators promotes efficiency, but this default can be changed in
order to respect party autonomy for parties who prefer a three-member tribunal.71 The
FAI Board will appoint sole arbitrators, presiding arbitrators of three-member tribu-
nals, and also arbitrators on behalf of defaulting parties only if they have failed to make
a nomination where required. Despite party autonomy in the constitution of the arbitral

68. 2010 International Arbitration Survey, supra n. 10.
69. Naimark and Keer, supra n. 9.
70. According to Art. 15 of the FAI Rules, parties may agree on the number of arbitrators and the

procedure for appointment of the arbitral tribunal. The default provisions contained in Arts
16–19 of the FAI Rules apply only to the extent that the parties have not agreed on the number
of arbitrators or the appointment procedure or have been unable to constitute the arbitral
tribunal within the time period agreed by the parties or set by FAI at a party’s request. The
default rule is that the arbitral tribunal shall be composed of a sole arbitrator. The Board may,
however, decide that an arbitral tribunal be composed of three arbitrators if it considers it
appropriate having regard to the amount in dispute, the complexity of the case, any proposals
made by the parties, or other relevant circumstances (Art. 16 of the FAI Rules). With regard to
the appointment procedure, Arts 17–19 of the FAI Rules set out comprehensive default
provisions for the appointment of the arbitrator(s) in bi-party and multi-party proceedings.

71. Historically, arbitral tribunals composed of a sole arbitrator have been more common than
three-person tribunals in FAI proceedings. According to the FAI statistics for 2014, no less than
85% of the cases were heard by sole arbitrators, whereas only 15% of the cases involved a
three-member tribunal.
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tribunal, every arbitrator nominated by the parties or by the party-nominated arbitra-
tors must be confirmed by the FAI.72 This rule is intended to ensure that due process
considerations are not abridged by party autonomy. The Board may decline the
confirmation of a nomination only if the prospective arbitrator fails to meet the
requirements of impartiality and independence set forth in the FAI Rules, or if the
candidate is otherwise unsuitable to serve as arbitrator. The Board has no obligation to
give reasons for its decision. Where the Board declines the confirmation, it may give
the nominating party, or the nominating arbitrators, as the case may be, an opportunity
to make a new nomination within the time limit set by the FAI, or, in exceptional
circumstances, proceed directly with the appointment of an arbitrator chosen by the
Board.

Mika Savola, chair of the FAI Board, has clarified the purpose of the confirmation
system:

It needs to be emphasized that the new confirmation regime is not intended to limit
the overarching principle of party autonomy in the choice of arbitrators. Rather,
the confirmation system serves to enhance party autonomy by ensuring the
appointment of arbitrators who fulfil the basic requirements of impartiality and
independence and who have the necessary qualifications to serve as arbitrators in
specific cases. In practice, FAI will not interfere with the parties’ selection of
arbitrators without weighty reasons. This is clear already from the wording of
Article 21.3, which limits the Board’s power to decline confirmation of a nomina-
tion or appointment to situations where the prospective arbitrator fails to fulfil the
requirements of impartiality and independence set the forth in Article 20.1, or
where he or she is otherwise “unsuitable” to serve as arbitrator.73

Based on observations at the FAI, there is a correlation between confirmation and
a lesser number of challenges to arbitrators.

In the event of any failure in the constitution of the arbitral tribunal under the
Rules, the FAI Board shall have all powers to address such failure and may, in
particular, revoke any confirmation or appointment already made, appoint or reap-
point any of the arbitrators, and designate one of them as the presiding arbitrator.74

Thus, quality control, in the service of the due process objective, is available at all
stages of the proceedings.

In appointing arbitrators, the FAI Board will consider, among other things, any
qualifications required of the arbitrator by the agreement of the parties, the nature and
circumstances of the dispute, the nationality of the parties and of the prospective
arbitrator, the language of the arbitration, the seat of arbitration, the law or rules of law
applicable to the substance of the dispute, and any other relevant circumstances.75

Here, the FAI Rules clearly comport with the preferences as reported by the 2010 Queen

72. The appointment of any arbitrator becomes effective only upon such confirmation (Art. 21 of the
FAI Rules).

73. Savola, supra n. 6, at 203.
74. Article 21.7 of the FAI Rules.
75. Article 21.5 of the FAI Rules.
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Mary survey in which corporate counsel identified the choice of substantive law and
choice of seat as primary concerns.76

As is the practice of many arbitration institutions, the FAI Board does not select
arbitrators from a pre-established list of arbitrators. Instead, the FAI Board composed
of Finnish and international Board members will draw on the knowledge and experi-
ence of its members to find the most suitable experts for each dispute. Institutional
expertise is leveraged here as the Board may evaluate the psychological fit between the
arbitrators and the parties by consideration of the parties’ counsel’s personality, the
seniority and personality of an arbitrator, and known or presumed intra-tribunal
dynamics.

The 2010 Queen Mary survey indicated that sophisticated users of arbitration
have clear preferences about the behavior (which is not necessarily a reflection of
underlying personality) of arbitrators, particularly regarding efficiency objectives:
“parties prefer pro-active arbitrators who take control of proceedings. This is seen as an
effective mechanism to limit cost and delay and reduce the risks of later challenge.
Parties also prefer pro-active arbitration institutions that firmly adhere to deadlines and
communicate effectively with the parties.”77 In addition, arbitration institutions have
the opportunity to enhance perception of neutrality in the appointments in order to
foster an increased sense of procedural justice and due process. For example, the FAI
has experienced enhanced perception of neutrality after the introduction of foreign
international members to the FAI Board. The perception of neutrality is further
enhanced when appointments are nuanced (i.e., made in view of a variety of
considerations and from a sufficiently large pool of candidates).

[D] Considerations in Appointment of Arbitrators

The distinct factors considered when appointing arbitrators are relevant to explicating
how the three legs of the triangle are balanced.

[1] Nationality

The FAI Rules provide that where the parties are of different nationalities, the FAI shall
not, as a general rule, appoint a sole or presiding arbitrator with the same nationality
as any of the parties or party-nominated arbitrators, unless otherwise agreed by the
parties, or unless the Board in special circumstances determines that it is appropriate
to appoint a sole or presiding arbitrator with the same nationality as any of the parties
or party-nominated arbitrators.78

Psychological aspects of nationality loom large in the appointment process. For
example, in choosing an arbitrator of a different nationality, the FAI Board will pay
special attention to the perception of neutrality by both parties, which, in some cases,

76. 2010 International Arbitration Survey, supra n. 10, at 2.
77. 2010 International Arbitration Survey, supra n. 10, at 32.
78. Article 21.6 of the FAI Rules.
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can include considerations of cultural and historical influences on some nationalities,
consideration of geographical location, and even efforts to search for an internationally
minded arbitrator with experience and training in different legal systems.

[2] Quality

To promote due process as evidenced by both distributive and procedural justice, the
FAI Board pays particular attention to the quality of the prospective arbitrator
candidates. The FAI seeks to ensure that all arbitrators appointed in both domestic and
international disputes have sufficient experience, expertise, and other relevant quali-
fications to serve as an arbitrator in the specific case. Quality of previous work
performed by arbitrators will be highly considered.

There is a unique role that arbitration institutions can play in regulating the
vocation of the international arbitrator, and this may be an area where arbitration
institutions can continue to demonstrate strength in service of due process objectives.
As Catherine A. Rogers has forcefully argued:

The relative permanence and visibility of arbitral institutions, as compared to
individual arbitrators, and their intimate knowledge of, and direct involvement in,
arbitration practices and procedures gives them an unrivaled institutional compe-
tence to regulate arbitrators. Given their institutional competence, they are poised
to become to international arbitrators what bar associations are to lawyers.
Arbitral institutions, in other words, should formalize arbitrator qualifications and
entry requirements, improve mechanisms for reviewing claims of alleged arbitra-
tor misconduct, and impose real sanctions on transgressing arbitrators. These
changes necessarily imply a need to intentionally separate the administrative
functions of institutions from the decision-making services provided by individual
arbitrators.79

Although no arbitration institute can currently meet the standards that Rogers
advocates, the FAI implements quality control procedures that are true to the spirit of
these reforms.

[3] Diversity

Mindful of the importance of expanding the “pool of arbitrators,” particularly given the
concern that arbitration has become an insider’s club,80 the FAI does not hesitate to
appoint also younger arbitration practitioners who are known for their talent, effi-
ciency, and interpersonal skills (in managing interactions with the parties).

Furthermore, arbitration institutions can proactively take the lead in the appoint-
ment of female arbitrators, as lack of gender diversity in arbitral tribunals has been

79. Catherine A. Rogers, The Vocation of the International Arbitrator, 20 Am. U. Int’l L. Rev. 957
(2005).

80. Susan D. Franck et al., The Diversity Challenge: Exploring the “Invisible College” of International
Arbitration, 53 Colum. J. Transnat’l L. 429 (2015).
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recognized as an ongoing issue on a global scale.81 Women are under-represented on
international arbitration tribunals for a reason that is not entirely clear.

It has been argued that the major reason for the disproportionate appointment of
men is rooted in the difficulties women continue to face in reaching the senior levels at
law firms, i.e., there are simply not enough women reaching the top of the profession.82

However, could it be that deeply rooted cultural stereotypes about men and women
could affect the appointment of arbitrators? Even in Scandinavia, where gender
equality is among the highest reported in the world,83 it is noteworthy that parties
rarely nominate female arbitrators. According to the FAI statistics, only in two cases
had parties nominated a woman as arbitrator.

One possible explanation for this trend is provided by the “heuristics and biases”
research pioneered by Amos Tversky and Daniel Kahneman.84 As Kahneman ex-
plained, often the function of a heuristic procedure (which is faster than more
deliberative, rational analysis) is to reduce the complexity of a difficult question:
“When faced with a difficult question, we often answer an easier one instead, usually
without noticing the substitution.”85 In this case, the difficult question “Who is the
most suitable arbitrator to nominate?” may be replaced by simpler questions using the
availability and representativeness heuristics. Availability refers to the process of
answering the question based on the “ease with which instances or occurrences can be
brought to mind.”86 For the appointment of arbitrators, one would expect that
well-known arbitrators (who have historically been men) or familiar arbitrators who
the parties have used before will be the easiest examples that come to mind. This could
perpetuate the insider’s club described above. In addition, the representativeness
heuristic may be activated when parties are asked to nominate arbitrators. Represen-
tativeness refers to the mental shortcut of assessing the overlap of characteristics of an
individual (the specific arbitrator being considered) with the characteristics of a
prototypical arbitrator. Effectively, the question of ‘Who is a good arbitrator?’ is
replaced with the question “Does the person I am thinking of have the stereotypical
characteristics of an arbitrator?” Given the historical development of international
arbitration that created the prototypical representation of an arbitrator as a Western
European man,87 this substitution (which does not occur at the conscious level of overt
discrimination) could account for the bias towards nominating male arbitrators.

81. Ibid. at 429 (reporting that in a large international survey, “17.6% of the arbitrators were
women, and there was a significant age difference such that male arbitrators were approxi-
mately ten years older than women”).

82. Frances Gibb, Gender Equality Reports Find Not Enough Women at the Top, The Times,
http://www.thetimes.co.uk/tto/law/article3660135.ece (accessed August 13, 2016).

83. World Economic Forum, Global Gender Gap report 2013 1, 22–25 http://www3.weforum.org/
docs/WEF_GenderGap_Report_2013.pdf (accessed November 29, 2015).

84. See e.g., Amos Tversky & Daniel Kahneman, Judgment under Uncertainty: Heuristics and Biases,
185 Sci. 1124–1131 (1974).

85. Daniel Kahneman, Thinking: Fast and Slow, 12 (Farrar, Straus, and Giroux 2011).
86. Tversky & Kahneman, supra n. 84, at 1127.
87. Which is supported by the survey results in Franck et al., supra n. 80, at 429 (noting that “The

median international arbitrator was a fifty-three year old man who was a national of a developed
state reporting ten arbitral appointments.”)
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To address these challenges to arbitrator diversity, arbitration institutions can
play a critical role in expanding the pool of qualified arbitrators that are nominated.
Essentially, the availability heuristic can be manipulated for the sake of fairness: rather
than putting the burden on parties to search for diverse arbitrators, parties can answer
the simpler question of which arbitrator they prefer among the set of arbitrators
endorsed by the arbitration institution.88 Such endorsement reduces the search costs
for the parties and ensures that qualified arbitrators are not overlooked on the basis of
gender, nationality, or other diversity concerns.

For the aforementioned reasons, the FAI is dedicated to promote gender diversity
in arbitrator appointments. In 2015, 32% of the arbitrators appointed and confirmed by
the FAI were female, which is a notable achievement taking in the context of
international arbitration generally, where the proportion of appointed female arbitra-
tors is around 6%.89

An interesting line of psychological research has reported generally that women
are more likely to prioritize procedural justice over distributive justice90 (although this
has typically been assessed from the perspective of women as consumers of the judicial
system, rather than from positions of power). Given the primacy of procedural justice
concerns to ensure due process, this finding of gender preference in procedural versus
distributive justice may inform the appointment of arbitrators, particularly when
tribunals are being constituted.

[4] Impartiality and Independence

To foster a sense of procedural justice, arbitrators should be impartial and indepen-
dent. In practice, as the vocation of international arbitrator has developed, concern has
been expressed that impartiality and independence have been compromised by the
economic incentives of the various actors.91 Arbitration institutions put considerable
attention toward this possible perception of bias, and they undertake significant efforts
before conferring the institutional imprimatur on the arbitrator. These efforts, when
widely trusted by the international community, lead to perceptions of arbitration

88. Some arbitration institutions attempt to address this by offering a public list of arbitrators
recommended to the parties. The FAI, however, has chosen not to reduce the diversity problem
by simply producing a list, instead focusing on a more comprehensive approach to identifying
qualified, diverse arbitrators.

89. Statistics published by arbitration institutions are in agreement with the general findings of
Franck et al., supra n. 80, indicating that there is a gender imbalance in the appointment of
arbitrators whether by parties or by the institutions concerned. Seeking to counter this trend, FAI
is dedicated to the promotion of talented female arbitrators by way of the equal appointment of
male and female arbitrators.

See also Lucy Greenwood & C. Mark Baker, Getting a Better Balance on International
Arbitral Tribunals, 28(4) Arb. Int’l 653, 655–665 (2012).

90. See e.g., Jasmine Tata, The Influence of Role and Gender on the Use of Distributive Versus
Procedural Justice Principles, 134 J. Psychol.: Interdisciplinary & Applied 261 (2000); Paul D.
Sweeney & Dean B. McFarlin, Process and Outcome: Gender Difference in the Assessment of
Justice, 18 J. Organizational Behav. 83 (1997).

91. Fabien Galinas, The Independence of International Arbitrators and Judges: Tampered With or
Well- Tempered? 24 N.Y. Int’l L. Rev. 1 (2011).
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institutions and the seat of arbitration as reputable, but commentators have observed
that this reputation for impartiality must be earned.92

Pursuant to the FAI Rules, each arbitrator must be impartial and independent of
the parties at the time of acceptance of the appointment and must remain so during the
entire course of the arbitration proceedings. In practice, before confirmation or
appointment, a prospective arbitrator shall sign and submit to the FAI an arbitrator’s
statement of acceptance, availability, impartiality, and independence. In the statement,
the prospective arbitrator shall disclose any circumstances likely to give rise to
justifiable doubts as to his or her impartiality or independence. The FAI transmits a
copy of the statement to the parties who are invited to submit comments on it or object
to the confirmation or appointment of the arbitrator within a set time limit. During the
course of the arbitration, the disclosure of conflicts of interest shall be made promptly
and in writing to the FAI, the parties, and the other arbitrators.93 Any arbitrator may be
challenged if circumstances exist that give rise to justifiable doubts as to the arbitrator’s
impartiality or independence, or if the arbitrator does not possess any requisite
qualification on which the parties have agreed. A party may challenge an arbitrator
nominated by it only for reasons of which it became aware after the nomination was
made.94 The FAI’s role is key in the evaluation of such challenges, leading to decisions
on the challenge, release, or replacement of an arbitrator.95

Impartiality requires maintained neutrality. All arbitration institutions share the
stated goal of arbitrator neutrality, but the psychological reality makes this hard to
guarantee in practice. Arbitrators, as imperfect human beings with their own learning
histories, are not immune from assumptions, biases, and judgments about the partici-
pants in the process, especially if they have strong reactions towards one of the
parties.96 Guarding against these biases requires that arbitrators have insight into their
own perspectives and experiences and understand the impact that these have on their
relationship with the parties. However, self-awareness does not protect against the
“bias blind spot,” which refers to the ease of identifying the biases of others compared
to the difficulty of identifying one’s own cognitive biases.97 In fact, improved cognitive
ability (as one may expect is characteristic of an international arbitrator) predicts a

92. Michael I. Kaplan, Solving the Pitfalls of Impartiality When Arbitrating in China: How the Lessons
of the Soviet Union and Iran Can Provide Solutions to Western Parties Arbitrating in China, 110
Penn. St. L. Rev. 769 (2006) (Summarizing that “[i]n order to guarantee the legitimacy of the
arbitration process, the arbitral institution must ensure the neutrality of the arbitrator. While this
proposition may seem self-evident, in practice the process can be more daunting. First, parties,
at least in the short run, would benefit from favorably partial arbitrators. Second, since nations
fall predominantly into either eastern or western political traditions, parties may find it
challenging to find an arbitrator that can fairly balance an issue decided along geopolitical
lines.”)

93. Article 20 of the FAI Rules on independence and impartiality of arbitrators.
94. Article 22 of the FAI Rules on challenge of arbitrators.
95. Article 22 of the FAI Rules on challenge of arbitrators and Art. 23 of the FAI Rules on release and

replacement of an arbitrator.
96. Guthrie, Rachlinski & Wistrich, supra n. 43; Sussman, supra n. 43.
97. Richard F. West, Russell J. Meserve & Keith E. Stanovich, Cognitive Sophistication Does Not

Attenuate the Bias Blind Spot, 103 J. Pers. Soc. Psychol. 506 (2012).
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stronger bias blind spot.98 Intelligence alone cannot monitor and ameliorate uncon-
scious or implicit biases. Saving arbitrators from themselves may be a role for
arbitration institutions. For example, there may be value in arbitration institutions
screening arbitrators on standardized case studies to assess reliability and consistency
of judgments.99 Alternatively, as part of quality control, arbitration institutions could
observe the proceedings and provide feedback about potential sources of bias to the
arbitrators or create “checklist” guidelines100 or algorithms analogous to those that
have become popular in medicine.101 These concerns raise the question—What else
should arbitration institutions do to serve the needs of their users?—which we address
below.

§16.04 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR STRENGTHENING INSTITUTIONAL
ARBITRATION

We posit that effective arbitration institutions continually shape their procedures to
meet the psychological needs of their users. Of critical importance is knowledge of user
needs and preferences and obtaining user feedback throughout the arbitration proceed-
ings. In addition, clarifying common misconceptions about international arbitration,
particularly for inexperienced users, should be a focus. Finally, arbitration institutions
should be prepared to address concerns about non-compliance with awards, which
may be a barrier for users considering arbitration in a particular seat.

[A] Knowing the Users and Soliciting Feedback

Since arbitration institutions’ customers include a wide range of arbitration users from
individuals to multinational corporations who differ along the spectrum of expertise
(from laypeople and lawyers considering arbitration for the first time to experienced
end users and arbitration practitioners), knowledge and sensitivity to the needs and
expectations of users is paramount.

Summarizing the results of the various Queen Mary Surveys, international
arbitration users look for the following characteristics in arbitration institutions: high

98. Ibid.
99. For a longer discussion of methods to counter the effect of cognitive biases, see elsewhere in

this volume Cornel Marian and Sean P. Wright, The Separate Awards for the Advance on Costs:
Psychological Phenomena that Account for Biased Risk Assessment Generated By Early
Victories and Methods for Legal Counsel to De-bias Risk Assessment.

100. An example of possible guidelines for arbitrators is provided in Sussman, supra n. 43.
101. For example, guidelines like those in Sussman, supra n. 43, could meet the Queen Mary

survey respondents’ desire for transparency in arbitrator selection, supra n. 22. This is similar
to the approach in medicine of using standardized clinical algorithms which are more efficient
than relying on the expertise of individual physicians. See e.g., Brendan M. Reilly et al., Impact
of Clinical Decision Rule on Hospital Triage of Patients with Suspected Acute Cardiac Ischemia
in the Emergency Department, 288(3) JAMA 342 (2002); Atul Gawande, The Checklist
Manifesto: How to Get Things Right (Holt 2009). Clearly, arbitration institutions could play a
role in developing and publicizing fair selection criteria for arbitrator selection; once the
guidelines are developed, the process of evaluating prospective arbitrators becomes more
efficient and less subject to criticisms of biased decision-making.
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level of administration, neutrality and internationalism, global presence/ability to
administer arbitrations worldwide, and some degree of transparency.102 Additional
factors influencing the choice of arbitration institutions are free choice of arbitrators,
early procedural conference, scrutiny of award, regional presence/knowledge, strong
reputation, and widespread recognition of the institution.103 The results of these
surveys have begun to have an impact as a number of arbitral institutions have
implemented measures to increase transparency and certainty.104

In the rapidly evolving and highly competitive field of arbitration, none of these
characteristics can be taken for granted. It requires constant work for arbitration
institutions to achieve and maintain world-class reputations. Economic competition
has helped the development of arbitration institutions, by incentivizing them to
improve their services and rules in order to attract customers. Although there is a
diverging trend, in which arbitration institutions have a need to distinguish themselves
from their competitors, in some respects they are converging, which can be explained
by the common effort to implement “best practices” that standardize institutional
behavior. When arbitral institutions revise their rules, they take into account any best
practices that have crystallized since the last revision of the rules. Since arbitration
institutions track best practices, institutional arbitration rules become increasingly
similar with each successive revision. Given the growing number of arbitration
institutions all over the world, institutional participation in and knowledge of com-
parative studies that characterize their rules, tasks and powers, and provide statistical

102. 2015 Survey of International Arbitration, supra n. 1; 2013 Survey of International Arbitration,
supra n. 1.

103. 2010 Survey of international Arbitration, supra n. 10, at 1.
104. The FAI, for example, publishes case commentary regarding selected awards, orders and other

decisions, taking care that all references to the parties’ names and other identifying details are
deleted to ensure confidentiality. The LCIA has been providing reasons on challenges to
arbitrators for many years. Further, in November 2015, the LCIA released data about the
average costs and duration of arbitrations under its auspices. It explained that publication of
data regarding average costs of LCIA arbitrations was necessary given that it assesses fees on
an hourly basis, unlike other institutions operating on an ad valorem basis (such as SIAC or the
ICC).

The ICC publishes extracts from procedural decisions made by tribunals, on topics such
as security for costs and evidence. It also publishes anonymized extracts from arbitral awards,
providing examples of arbitrator decisions on a variety of subject areas, such as multi-tier
dispute resolution and corruption. As of October 2015, the ICC is also issuing reasons to the
parties for certain procedural decisions, including challenges to arbitrators, prima facie
decisions on jurisdiction and decisions on the consolidation of proceedings.

In addition to this, last year, the ICC announced that it would publish the names of
arbitrators sitting in ICC arbitrations for cases commencing on January 1, 2016 onwards to help
parties assess how busy a particular arbitrator is and his or her likely availability. Although no
case details will be published, parties can opt out of this publication. Moreover, the ICC
announced that it will reduce the fees paid to arbitral tribunals that fail to submit a draft award
within three months of the last substantive hearing or the last substantive post-hearing
submission (two months in the case of a sole arbitrator).

Likewise, the SCC, in February 2016, in order to address the parties’ concerns as to
predictability of the recoverability of the costs of the arbitration and to increase transparency of
SCC practice, published a report on costs of arbitration and apportionment of costs on the basis
of the outcome of the case under the SCC Rules. The report also describes how party conduct
influences both the tribunal’s apportionment decisions and the recoverability of costs.
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benchmarks to distinguish institutions from each other is a valuable endeavor in the
service of better user experience.105

Users’ perspectives are critical to track throughout the arbitration process.
Surveys of user perceptions, preferences, and attitudes among dispute resolution users
offer an excellent opportunity to identify and subsequently meet their expectations and
needs. In addition to the administration of cases, arbitration institutions dedicate time
to education and the promotion of arbitration as a method of dispute resolution,106 and
they would be well served by increasing thoughtful efforts into educating the public
about the benefits of arbitration.

Arbitral institutions generally have some mechanism for soliciting careful cus-
tomer feedback and addressing concerns that arise. We expect that the care and
thoroughness that is put into these mechanisms varies widely across arbitration
institutions; some may offer simple pro forma feedback mechanisms while others
employ regular, responsive mechanisms for customer feedback.

Opportunities for customer feedback should be present from first contact and
continue throughout the proceedings. Feedback from customers can be solicited
through formal written comments, but also in an informal manner during conversa-
tions with customers or at conferences. Feedback can also be obtained by surveys.

As an example, the FAI has implemented a “customer satisfaction survey,” which
is sent to parties to arbitrations after the final award has been rendered. The purpose
of the survey is to get information on the level of satisfaction of the parties with regard
to the arbitration, the performance of the arbitrator, the FAI Rules, and a rating of the
customer service. The survey has been considered successful by the FAI in that it has
provided the FAI with further insight on the parties’ level of satisfaction with the
arbitration (something that does not follow from reading the arbitral award). At the
same time, the survey has provided a voice to parties (fulfilling one element of
procedural justice), who are willing to share their experience with the FAI after the
arbitration has concluded. In practice, the survey is not answered by many parties and
the responses tend to lack objectivity, i.e., one can easily see from the answers who has
won or lost the case. Nevertheless, the FAI considers getting feedback from the parties
to an arbitration highly valuable and is considering improvements to the feedback form
and procedure.107 Some users have suggested that the survey be sent to the parties

105. See e.g., Loukas A. Mistelis, Concise International Arbitration (Kluwer Law International 2010),
Pascale Gola, Claudia Götz Staehelin & Karin Graf, Institutional Arbitration: Tasks and Powers
of Different Arbitration Institutions (Schulthess 2010), and Philipp Habegger et al., Arbitral
Institutions under Scrutiny, ASA Special Series No. 40 (JurisNet, LLC 2013).

106. As an illustration, the FAI has organized for two consecutive years the “Finnish Arbitration
Academy” aiming to provide legal practitioners with experience and interest in arbitration with
the necessary tools to effectively participate in arbitrations as counsel or arbitrators in
accordance with current best practices and standards. Amongst the seminar activities, the FAI
has successfully organized the international conference “Helsinki International Arbitration
Day” for four consecutive years on hot topics in international arbitration.

107. In 2015, another arbitration institution, the Hong Kong International Arbitration Centre
(HKIAC), launched a system that allows users to evaluate the conduct of their arbitral
proceedings and the performance of their arbitrators. HKIAC describes the system as part of its
continuing efforts to draw on users’ feedback to appoint fair and competent arbitrators and to
perfect HKIAC’s case administration services.
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before the final award is rendered. Generally, this is a sound strategy since surveying
users’ perceptions of fairness prior to announcement of the award may foster the users’
sense of fairness in the process (procedural justice) separate from their perception of
the fairness of the award (distributive justice).

The observation that perceptions are influenced by the fact that one party has
won or lost the decision is expected in light of research on the “illusion of certainty,”
in which prior perceptions are strongly misremembered after a significant event.108

Clearly, feedback after the decision is rendered is valuable and should be collected, but,
as Donna Shestowsky and colleagues have shown (in the rare longitudinal studies),
disputants’ preferences for alternative dispute procedures prior to the decision can
predict satisfaction with the proceedings after the decision is rendered.109 It is unclear
if this pattern applies in the case of international arbitration, but certainly this research
has established that simply administering satisfaction surveys at the end of the
proceedings is a missed opportunity to predict the needs and satisfaction of users
earlier in the process.

[B] Clarifying Misconceptions

Misperceptions about the nature and practice of arbitration persist, particularly for
those with limited experience using arbitration. For instance, less experienced arbitra-
tion users are usually surprised by the fact that an arbitral decision cannot be appealed
on the merits. Since the general public is more familiar with court proceedings that are
common in litigation (or even criminal matters) than with arbitration, many users
expect to have the possibility to appeal the arbitration decision, which might lead them
to perceive the lack of arbitration review as a disadvantage in comparison to court
proceedings.

Similarly, the benefits of institutional arbitration in comparison with ad hoc
arbitration are less known by the general public and even by members of the legal
profession. This appears evident from the comparisons that are sometimes drawn
between institutional and ad hoc arbitration which lead to the inaccurate perception
that ad hoc arbitration is less expensive and more flexible than institutional arbitra-
tion,110 which, based on the FAI experience and other arbitration institutions’ experi-
ence, does not hold true. As for the costs of the arbitration, administrative fees charged
by arbitration institutions are modest when compared with the other costs of the
arbitration (particularly the fees of the parties’ lawyers),111 and the arbitrators’ fees and
expenses are generally fixed by the institution on the basis of predetermined fee
schedules. In fact, ad hoc arbitration tends to be more expensive than institutional
arbitration, as arbitrators will determine their own levels of compensation for their

108. Baruch Fischhoff, Paul Slovic & Sarah Lichtenstein, Knowing with Certainty: The Appropriate-
ness of Extreme Confidence, 3 J. Exp. Psychol.: Human Perception and Performance 552 (1977).

109. Shestowsky & Brett, supra n. 42.
110. McIlwrath & Savage, supra n. 31.
111. According to recent FAI statistics, about 73% of the costs of arbitration proceedings under the

FAI Rules consist of the parties’ legal costs and only around 19% consist of arbitrators’ fees.
The remaining 8% of the overall costs consists of the FAI administrative fees.
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work as arbitrators and the administrative tasks performed in the absence of an
arbitration institution.112

The promise of confidentiality is complicated in arbitration; there is not a binary
distinction between confidentiality in institutional arbitration versus ad hoc arbitra-
tion. In institutional arbitration, the degree of confidentiality will depend on the
arbitration rules chosen by the parties. In this respect, the FAI’s interest in securing the
confidentiality of the arbitration proceedings is strong.113 However, even when im-
posed by the rules of an arbitration institution, in practice, it is difficult to guarantee
that confidentiality will be respected by the parties. Further, whether institutional or ad
hoc, there is a risk of arbitration compromising confidentiality if a party applies to the
courts at any point, for example, in challenge and enforcement proceedings.114

Moreover, confidentiality will depend on the procedural rules applicable to the arbitral
proceedings, i.e., on the law at the seat of arbitration.

In sum, these various perceptions reflect common misconceptions, a conclusion
that is supported by the generally positive perceptions of institutional arbitration as
described in the various surveys conducted by the School of International Arbitration
at Queen Mary University of London.115 Participant responses support the view that
modern and reputable arbitration institutions are service providers whose work
supports the efficiency and smoothness of the arbitration proceedings. These institu-
tions have rules that are flexible to allow the balance of due process, efficiency, and
party autonomy.

112. See McIlwrath & Savage, supra n. 31.
113. Article 49 of the FAI Rules provides that:

(1) Unless otherwise agreed by the parties, the FAI and the arbitral tribunal shall maintain the
confidentiality of the arbitration and the award. Any expert or secretary appointed by the
arbitral tribunal, the members of the Board and the representatives of the Secretariat are
bound by this obligation.

(2) Unless otherwise agreed by the parties, each party undertakes to keep confidential all
awards, orders and other decisions of the arbitral tribunal, correspondence from the
arbitral tribunal to the parties, as well as documents and other materials submitted by
another party in connection with the arbitration, except where and to the extent that:
(a) such information (i) is publicly known or available, or subsequently becomes

publicly known or available without any breach of confidentiality obligation by the
receiving party, (ii) was in the lawful possession of the receiving party, without being
subjected to confidentiality obligation, prior to its receipt from the disclosing party,
(iii) is independently developed by the receiving party, or (iv) is received from a third
party without any breach of confidentiality obligation; or

(b) disclosure may be required of a party by a legal duty, to protect or pursue a legal right,
or to enforce or challenge an award in legal proceedings before a judicial authority; or

(c) there is otherwise a demonstrated need for disclosure that outweighs any party’s
legitimate interest in preserving confidentiality.

(3) The deliberations of the arbitral tribunal shall be confidential.
(4) Unless otherwise agreed by the parties, the FAI may publish excerpts or summaries of

selected awards, orders and other decisions, provided that all references to the parties’
names and other identifying details are deleted.

114. See McIlwrath & Savage, supra n. 31.
115. 2015 Survey of International Arbitration, supra n. 1; 2013 Survey of International Arbitration,

supra n. 1; 2010 Survey of international Arbitration, supra n. 10; 2008 Survey of International
Arbitration, supra n. 5.
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[C] Addressing Enforceability and Compliance with Awards

Since arbitration takes place outside the formal judicial context, parties may be
concerned about actually realizing an award after it is decided. From the perspective of
procedural justice, users voluntarily cede decision control, which is “the extent to
which disputants are free to accept or reject the result of a third party intervention.”116

The issue of enforcement of decisions is a potential threat to the perceived legitimacy
of international arbitration; as such, arbitration institutions should be prepared to
address user’s concerns, particularly if parties are interested in maintaining the
commercial relationship.117

In order to ensure the enforceability of both the arbitration clause and the
prospective arbitral award, arbitration institutions consistently recommend that parties
use their standard model clauses in order to avoid defects that could result in the failure
of the arbitral clause or unenforceability of an arbitral award. Further, many arbitration
institutions’ rules provide that the arbitral tribunal and the parties shall make every
effort to ensure that all awards are legally enforceable (e.g., Article 50 of the FAI Rules),
that the award shall be final and binding on the parties, and that by agreeing to
arbitration under the rules, the parties undertake to carry out all awards without delay
(e.g., Article 41.4 of the FAI Rules). In addition, many arbitration institutions supervise
the arbitration process from the filing of the request for arbitration until the arbitral
award is rendered. This enhances the enforceability of the arbitral award since
potential problems can be identified before the award is rendered. Some commentators
suggest that scrutiny of the award (e.g., as performed by ICC and other arbitration
institutions) would enhance the enforceability of the arbitral award,118 while others
claim that scrutiny delays the process and that a checklist for the arbitral award would
suffice.119 In addition, the reputation of the arbitration institution may affect the
likelihood of compliance since arbitral awards rendered under the rules of widely
recognized arbitration institutions are more easily enforceable than those rendered
under the rules of unknown arbitration institutions. Although arbitration institutions
cannot guarantee awards will be complied with,120 an outcome study by Naimark and
Keer121 found that rates of compliance with arbitral awards were quite high.

116. Edgar A. Lind, Robin I. Lissak & Donald E. Conlon, Decision Control and Process Control Effects
on Procedural Fairness Judgments, 13 J. App. Soc. Psychol. 338, 339 (1983).

117. Rebecca Hollander-Blumoff & Tom R. Tyler, Procedural Justice in Negotiation: Procedural
Fairness, Outcome Acceptance, and Integrative Potential, 33 L. & Soc. Inquiry 473, 493–495
(2008).

118. Flecke-Giammarco, supra n. 66, at 68.
119. Oliver Brown, The Pros and Cons of the Scrutiny of Arbitral Awards, Lexis-Nexis Dispute

Resolution Blog, http://blogs.lexisnexis.co.uk/dr/the-pros-and-cons-of-the-scrutiny-of-arbi
tral-awards/ (accessed November 29, 2015).

120. Historically, arbitration institutions could affect the reputation of the parties as discussed in
Jussi Lehtinen & Heidi Yildiz, Finland: 100 Years of Institutional Arbitration, The European and
Middle Eastern Arbitration Review 2012 (2012) (“the first rules of the Finnish arbitration
institute provided that a party that had failed to comply with the award was to be publicly
named on the notice board of the Helsinki Stock Exchange or on another such public notice
board as the arbitration institute saw fit. In the worst case of non-compliance, the public notice
was to remain in place for a period of five years.”)

121. Richard Naimark & Stephanie A. Keer, Post-award Experience in International Commercial
Arbitration, 60 Disp. Resol. J. 94 (2005).
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§16.05 CONCLUSION

This chapter has explored some of the psychological aspects that characterize the
purpose and procedures of arbitration institutions, a perspective that should not be
overlooked by dispute resolution actors given the careful balance needed to achieve the
objectives of arbitration. The FAI and other arbitration institutions have endeavored to
increase knowledge of domestic and international arbitration. However, more coop-
eration (and spirited competition) should be fostered between arbitration institutions
and the other actors in the field of arbitration (e.g., arbitration groups and associations,
universities, law firms, courts) to increase, on the one hand, the understanding of
arbitration as a method of dispute resolution among users and, on the other hand, to
increase the understanding of users’ needs and perceptions. By this effort, institutional
arbitration could better serve the needs of users of dispute resolution services, enhance
accurate users’ perceptions of the benefits and challenges of arbitration, and help
shape their expectations and preferences to accord with reality. This adaptation
process should promote diversity in the operation of arbitration institutions, not limit
it. Arbitration institutions and the arbitrators who they appoint should not be homo-
geneous, but rather be diverse to meet the different needs and preferences of arbitra-
tion users.

In evaluating the effectiveness of arbitration institutions, one cannot analyze only
procedural and legislative aspects. As we have shown, the psychological aspects,
including the perceptions, expectations and preferences of arbitration users, must be
accounted for since users are the ultimate beneficiaries of the dispute resolution
system.
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